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Twister Evo

It is also revolutionary in its introduction of the first all-electric
bead breaker, not only twice as powerful as its pneumatic
counterpart, but also free of the issues which can be
associated with air cylinders. But most importantly, it’s what
the trade asked for. Extensive interaction with tyre technicians
led to a design remit which took into account everything that
is important to someone who actually uses the machine. In
summary, it is the tyre fitter’s ‘Dream Machine’.

The first factor most obvious to anyone who gets their hands on the Twister Evo is the
build quality. Everything is bigger (oversized hexagonal and vertical bars operating the
leverless tool), thicker (7mm thick steel used in key areas of the chassis), and better
(welded steel protection protects the clamping cylinders). This build quality is
supported by a 3 year warranty, without the usual ‘get out of jail’ cards used by our
competitors! Nothing on this machine has been compromised for the sake of price –
100% Italian construction since 1977 being the proud boast of our Italian engineers at
the heart of this design. 

In use, every detail has been considered from the extensive feedback from those who
really matter – the tyre technician. In fact, we have never before carried out field tests
on a tyre changer which didn’t generate some kind of difference of opinion, but with
the Twister Evo the reports were unanimous – this machine is perfect!
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Super-Automatic
  
The Twister Evo is so many things. In some ways, it’s a new twist (excuse the pun) on an

old classic, as the ‘up and around’, fully-automatic side-swinging operation of the

main arm is the one of the most popular designs of the last 20 years.
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Ergo Control 1
The most ergonomic working design of any tyre changer, with the controls for
the lever-less tool, up/down movement of the assist arms, and the up/down
movement of the vertical arm all operated with one hand in one position.

Leverless Operation
Our patented system sees an even more luxurious design for
this model, whereby a simple adjuster located at the top of
the mechanism can re-position the ‘finger’ to work within
whatever range suits the operator or the particular tyre. 

Roller & Bead Press Devices
Handling difficult tyres, both fitting and removing, is easy with our
clever twin-arm arrangement. The roller works at the leverless tool
right where you want it, and the bead press follows the tyre, does
the hard work for you and finishes up nicely in its home position.

SmartClamp®
A totally new, patented design sees a single plate, a rugged
10mm thick, control the in/out movement of the jaws. Zero
chance of distortion means that all 4 jaws will never run out
of sync, and the clever curved design means
that the pressure is distributed evenly
amongst the 4 jaws. Additionally, the
turntable features welded, solid steel
protection of the clamping cylinders, and
nylon protection on the face of the turntable
means that jaw guides can never be
damaged, and nor can the rim.

Wheel Lifter (optional)
The strain (and potential for any compensation
claim! can be removed by including the
pneumatic wheel lifter. The heaviest 4x4 rim and
tyre combinations can be loaded up to the
turntable with ease.

SmartBeam® Horizontal Arm 
This ingenious re-think of the traditional sliding, horizontal arm
sees the square bar rotated 45 degrees and supported in a ‘V’
of industrial roller bearings. The result is better rigidity,
elimination of any wear, and such an easy movement that you
can litereally slide the arm with the gentle push of a finger.

Twist Up® Vertical Arm
Automatic, ‘up and around’ side movement of
the main horizontal arm. The fact that the main
column, which takes most of the stress, is fixed
means that this is the strongest design you can
find.

Ergo Control 2
Controlling the bead breaker is, without question, the
easiest method ever! Simply use your thumb to press for
IN or OUT. That’s it, you have total control and can stop or
start at any time, working in any position you like.

All-electric Bead Breaker
Probaby the most innovative development to feature
on tyre changers for 20 years, the electric bread
breaker offers twice the power of a traditional
pneumatic system (and the problems that go with
them due to poor air quality or lack of lubrication),
provides complete control for the operator (you can
start/stop at any point), and is, in our opinion, the first
bead breaker ever designed that is actually capable
of breaking any bead with the same level of ease and
simplicity.

Ergo Control 3
Horizontal rollers and vertical ball bearings mean the wheel can be
rotated with ease at the push of a finger when breaking the bead
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